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INT. OFFICE CABIN - DAY
A small office, lit by sunlight streaming through panelled windows 
on one side. Walls adorned with various photographs and a tripod 
in one corner ostensibly marks this as a photographer’s office.

PRIYA (late 20s), dressed in slacks, top and a denim shirt stands 
to one side, browsing through the contents of her DSLR CAMERA. She 
stops at one picture of a woman in her 50s who is laughing.

PRIYA (V.O.)
There she is. So beautiful.
And such energy, even now.

CUT TO:

Now sitting at her desk, she puts the CAMERA CARD in her LAPTOP. 

Photos copy on screen.

PRIYA (V.O.)
My passion, dedication, determination.

Her gaze shifts from the laptop screen to a framed CERTIFICATE on 
the wall showing her graduation from a photography school.

PRIYA (V.O.)
I owe it to her.

Back to the Laptop, she browses through the pictures of the older 
woman.

PRIYA (V.O.)
Our choices define who we are, so she used to tell me.

She stops at one picture and opens it up in an editing software.

PRIYA (V.O.)
But she gave me the strength to make those choices.

CUT TO:

She begins editing the picture.

PRIYA (V.O.)
She taught me to be joyous, no matter the outcome. Just like her.

CUT TO:

Priya sits at her desk, cleaning her camera lenses.

PRIYA (V.O.)
I never understood how she remained so strong.
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CUT TO:

She cleans her camera.

PRIYA (V.O.)
Through everything, she did it all.

(pause)
She still does.

CUT TO:

While sitting at her desk, she packs up her CAMERA BAG - lenses, 
data cards, hard drive, laptop, ipad.

PRIYA (V.O.)
She taught me to be everything.

(pause)
Daughter. Wife.

(pause)
Mother.

As Priya zips up a TRIPOD BAG, the door to the cabin opens and the 
same OLDER WOMAN (early 50’s) from the pictures enters, also 
dressed like Priya in slacks and a comfortable top, with a CAMERA 
in hand.

PRIYA (V.O.)
Just like her.

The two women smile at each other as Priya picks up her camera and 
stands to reveal that she is pregnant.

PRIYA (V.O.)
Now I understand.

The older woman picks up Priya’s camera bag.

PRIYA (V.O.)
The greatest gift she gave me.

They both leave the cabin, bags and cameras in hand.

PRIYA (V.O.)
Belief that I can do it all.

FADE TO BLACK.

BRAND LOGO

PRIYA (V.O.)
That I can be Limitless.
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